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Hunt is on for
4 new cadets

Four lucky youngsters are being offered
the chance to learn to fly at the club under
a scholarship scheme.
Schools and Scout groups have been
given information to get applications sent
in before January 25 and will learn the outcome by February 28.
The successful candidates will be expected to begin their training on the first
weekend in March 2014.
The new sponsorship will include all
training and flying costs until the lucky
four fly solo or reach the end of the training
period. It will not include subsistence or
transport costs to and from the club so parents or guardians will be asked to help out.
Applicants have to complete an application form and include a short article of
up to 500 words on why they would like
to receive the sponsorship. A shortlist of
applicants will be asked to provide a presentation, which demonstrates their interest
in general aviation and an understanding
of gliding in particular.
Applicants will be asked to deliver their
presentation to the scheme sponsors, the
club chairman, the Junior Gilding Co-ordinator and the CFI.
November found us with a new cadet,
Trai Glasspool, whilst four new applicants
are being sought for 2014.
Congratulations to Dan, Dorian and
Will on their achievements. See photos:
page 3. We are seeking grants for their onward development.
Former club
tuggie, Santiago
Cervantes, right,
who has won
two UK
records –
see page 3

We host the comp
with a difference
– it’s Enterprise!

THE club is hosting Competition Enterprise for the first time, from June 29 to
July 6. The comp was conceived by Philip Wills in 1974 and it continues to be
held every year at gliding sites around the
uK and occasionally in France.
The prime aim is to maximise the day
and the comp is open to any pilot with a
Silver C, including Nympsfield members.
Tasks accommodate all types of glider –
glass and wood, small and big wings, with
or without engines; BGA handicapping
applies. In 2013 aircraft ranged from a
Slingsby Eagle to an ASH 25. Pilots
ranged from pre-Silver C (but with CFI
trophies. Enterprise gives the host club adendorsement) to Nationals entrants.
vice
on task setting, assisting the local task
Justin Wills will be Competition Direcsetter,
and it has its own scorer, Andrew
tor. Tim Macfadyen will be Assistant Direid,
with
his own computer and program.
rector, with Dominic Conway looking
However,
he
needs a local back-up who is
after things while Tim is in Africa.
Continued on page 2
Enterprise differs from rated contests,
with rules and atmosphere more akin to a
task week.
There is no grid, the pilots select their
own start times. There is no “line opening”, start procedure, or time recording
(other than the usual take-off/landing log).
There are no racing finishes. There is a
simple bonus for pilots landing back on
the airfield at the end of a task.
The comp is organised by the Enterprise
Club, whose members consist of regular Who’s our member all set hopefully for
entrants. Entrants compete for six annual
a trip into space? See page 4

Party on despite gale

THE howling wind forced the postponement of the
fireworks and bonfire when our two Freds, Hill and
Ballard, celebrated in November. Farmer Fred was
marking 25 years of marriage and 40 years of gliding and Fearless Fred 50 years of marriage.
But the party with free beer and a buffet went
ahead in Giuseppe’s and the tug hangar.
All members past and present were invited and a
good crowd turned out, despite the weather. Entertainment was provided by Steve Eyles and there
were local talented guitarists to dance to. Fred Hill
presented wife Sue with the engagement ring that
he failed to provide before their wedding 25 ago!
The firework display will be put on, with donations from the Freds and other members, at the
Christmas dinner on December 7.

Seasons Greetings

Fred
and
Sue,
right,
and
Fred
and
Katie
below

to all our
readers…

‘Mast’ years and
a 20-second task

IT’S been all over the media
that this is a “mast” year. I
had always thought that this
referred only to years when
beech trees produced large
amounts of their seeds,
which are called beech mast.
However, I now know that
“masting”, the production of
large crops of seeds, fruits
and nuts, refers to quite a
few tree species and nobody
knows exactly why it happens, though weather and
climate certainly play a part
and beech trees do, in fact,
have a regular “mast” year
every five to 10 years. This
abundance of available food
has knock-on effects. Seed
eaters such as grey squirrels
and jays will have been
hoarding supplies and all the
wildlife that feeds on forest
fruits are generally more
likely to survive the winter
so their populations will be
high next summer. Also, with
such an abundance of seed,
A redwing
many more than usual will
survive to germinate next year. Has anyone noticed the huge
number of ash keys on the trees around the field? So, no slacking, Nigel and Simon – those saplings around our perimeter
are just going to keep on appearing!
The bumper crops of hips and haws, etc has been noted
around the field, as has a good variety of butterflies and moths
(not always identifiable even with a good field guide to hand!)
plus bees, hoverflies and other insects enjoying nectar from our
still blooming wildflowers. The last swallows and house martins were seen on their way south and the first of the winter
thrushes, a few redwing, have appeared. A prowl around any
berry-laden tree at this time of year may reveal some of these
winter migrants. once they’ve stripped the trees though, they
will be on their way, possibly to a supermarket carpark near
you, as such sites seem to go in for berry-bearing shrubs. The
S
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autumn colours have been
spectacular when the sun has
been shining but as the final
leaves fall there is one advantage and that is that we can
spot birds and mammals more
easily through the trees.
The roe deer are about as
usual; when the ridges are
working buzzards and ravens,
among others, are using them
and smaller birds, flocking in
order to take advantage of any
food sources, are worth more
than a casual glance as there
may be winter visitors, such
as brambling, among the
chaffinches.
But – and this is where the
“20-second task” of this article’s title comes in – we do
need to take that little bit of
time to note what we see on
the clipboard. This is not just
as a record, it can alert other
people to what is out there,
confirm something someone
thought they might have seen
and
generally share knowlDaphne Malfiggiani
edge about our bit of the
Cotswolds, which we are so lucky to own. In winter especially,
written observations can be low as inclement weather and
Christmas commitments keep even the most diligent contributor away from the club for weeks, so please think of adding
something as you pass through the clubhouse en route to the
loo or the bar.
Nancy Barrett

Enterprise from page 1
computer literate.
Trevor Stuart won the 40th anniversary CE at North Hill last
July. More details about the comp and entry information is available at http://competitionenterprise.wordpress.com/
Justin Wells said: “We want to encourage entries from club
members, and offer them reduced entry fees along with scholarships for any junior entrants.
“For those who cannot participate we will provide enhanced
launching facilities for normal club flying and the chance to experience the atmosphere of Enterprise, which is all about the enjoyment of gliding to the full.”

Welcome to new members

Roger Cottee
Jim Barclay
Guy Dutton
Alejandro (Alex) Pradas
Gareth Graham
Ellen Wong
Oliver Norman
Melvin Lim
Julian Goting
Eric Eckstein
Ben Schellenberg
Lam Chang
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Junior member
Adult member
Student member
Solo & Beyond
Adult Solo & Beyond
Student, pre-solo
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student

Sant breaks two UK records

Cadet Will achieves a first for the club

A thumbs up from Will Howitt on his first solo in the K-21 in August – our first
cadet to solo under 16 since the age limit was lowered in November 2012. Will was
one of the two cadets sponsored by Doug Jones since March. The other, Dan Smith,
went solo in October and was congratulated (below right) by CFI Chris Edwards

Bob wins
mountain
soaring
Novice cup

BoB Bromwich came eighth out of 20 in
his DG 500M 20m in the Mountain Soaring Comp at the Deeside club at Aboyne
in September.
For this he won the “Novices Trophy”
for the highest placed pilot on his/her first
MSC comp!
Bob wrote: “It was easily the most exciting comp of the year as compared to the
comps in the south.
“I would rank the competitions in order
of interest in my personal experience as :
l Aboyne Mountain Soaring Comp
l National Competitions
l Competition Enterprise
l regionals
l Inter-Club Comps

“The reason for this ranking is the wave,
thermal, ridge and convergence opportunities at Aboyne, the importance of flying
amongst world champions at the Nationals, and the emphasis on no held starts at
Enterprise giving more competition days
at Comp Enterprise than are possible in a
comp to BGA rules!
“I have never done a competition overseas, but would assume it to be very high
in relative ranking.”

SANT Cervantes, formerly of this parish,
has broken two records this year, the uK
300k o/r Standard Class speed record
(and 15m.....just!) at 135.97kph on June
28.
on September 10 he beat the uK 100k
goal distance speed record for the Standard Class at 201.92kph, from Portmoak.
Both were done in his Discus 1bT and
had to be ratified by the FAI. Both flights
are on the BGA ladder.
Sant, who was the club’s first course
tuggie, wrote: “All were done in wave; it’s
just a matter of finding the right wave
bars. Been at Portmoak now for
around 10 years and retired from commercial flying on 2011. Love Scotland for
the wave, which is why I live here.
“Have fond memories of Nympsfield
and loved flying from there.”

Low over desert

Andy Davis writes on pages 6/7 about great flying with champions in a hot and
dry Namibia. Here he says he is unusually low over the Kalahari desert
3

Student member wins chance to go into space
STuDENT member Jocelino rodrigues
has been chosen from among 87,000 apBirthday girl’s
plicants to be shortlisted for a space flight.
The aerospace engineering student
cake surprise
made it to the last four in the process and
will have more tests at NASA before the
final choice is made. He told BBC Points
West: “It’s my dream to go into space.”
Jocelino, 19, who is from Portugal and
has been a club member since February,
told Severn Skies: “I will be going to
Florida on December 1 for one week.
“I'm not sure but I'm assuming we'll
know the result by the end of the week.
“Some of the things we'll be doing include a flight in a fighter jet, a zero gravity
flight and a go on the centrifuge.
“Buzz Aldrin will be a part of the panel
of judges during that week; meeting him
will also be a dream come true as he is one
of my heroes, not only for being part of the
historical Apollo 11 mission, but also for
all his continuous efforts since that mission in bringing space back to the public
interest.”

Bursary scheme
continues in ’14

THE royal Aero Club Trust has announced that its bursary scheme – part of
its Flying for Youth programme - will be
operating again in 2014. Bursaries are
worth up to £1,000, and are available to
those wishing to advance from one recognised level of air sport to the next and/or
wishing to upgrade existing qualifications.
Applicants must be British citizens,
aged 16-21 and permanently resident in
the uK. Full details and application forms
are on the Trust website at http://www.royalaeroclubtrust.org/bursaries. Applications
must be submitted via the BGA and should
be received no later than March 10.

RACHEL O’Hagan, left, celebrated her 11th birthday at the
end-of-season dinner at Giuseppe’s
Gourmet in September. The
daughter of Greg O’Hagan, she
has flown on several occasions and
is looking forward to learning to
fly when she can reach the pedals!
Forty one people were at the
dinner, organised biy Gill Starling,
and Greg said: “I guess the night
was enjoying a pleasant meal with
other families/couples without too
much heavy gliding stuff!”

Uni club on the up

IT HAS been an exciting year so far for
Bristol university Gliding Club. We have
seen a significant increase in membership
for the second year in a row, and with
many of our established pilots working towards competition standard, the club is experiencing something of a resurgence.
Work started early for the committee
this year, as we targeted the Freshers’ Fair
at the university as the primary means to
expand our membership.
our eye-catching display, featuring a
model glider and a big screen, seemed to
capture the attention of the newly-arriving
students. This year we already have over
70 members signed up, more than we had
for the whole of last year. This has presented some challenges of its own; we still
have a hefty backlog of new recruits waiting for their trial flights, a problem which
has of course been compounded by the

Advertise in
Severn Skies

l reasonable rates for all advertising of interest to our

members and all glider pilots

l Quarterly

publication that is available in colour online for
the whole gliding world. Mono copies are also sent to
every gliding club in the uK

Contact Bernard Smyth at bernie822uk@yahoo.co.uk
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disappointing weather since the start of
term.
Many of our members, both those who
have rejoined after one or more years with
the club, and a few of the new members,
have been working towards flying solo.
Meanwhile, some of the senior members have been taking their first steps in
competition flying. Jake Brattle, the new
club vice-captain, joined Andy Collings at
the Junior Nationals here at Nympsfield.
They both had rough starts to the week,
as neither could finish the first two tasks
in marginal conditions. However, as the
weather improved, so did their fortunes,
with Jake climbing up the rankings, and
Andy posting an impressive second place
finish on the third task. BuGC was also
represented at the recent Winter Series
event at Long Mynd.
The club is now looking forward to returning to the Mynd for our inaugural
training week, which is currently being
planned for Easter.
Alex Fordham

Perk for club
inspectors

AFTEr negotiation by the BGA Chief
Technical officer, Halfords have agreed
that BGA inspectors can be issued with
Halfords Trade Cards, which offer significant discounts on Halfords products.
BGA inspectors were to hear more
about how to apply for the card from Jim
Hammerton in due course.

You wouldn’t get me up in one of those!

Roy. Upton chats to a visitor to the club K-8 at the rally.

Picture Steve Tromans

What goes on behind the scenes

IT’S amazing what goes on behind the
scenes at the club – do you know how
much?
Below are just some of the events and
work that went on in 2013 and there are
others we might have missed – apologies
to anyone who feels left out!
The club wants every member to be
aware of what goes on and we ask if you
can suggest more or could help us to do
more.
We ran three coaching weeks with the
help of some expert pilots and Sid ran his
usual well-attended task week. We hosted
the Junior Nationals comp and ran the Isle
of Wight rally to St Catherine’s Point.
Two loads of motorcyclists paid us a
visit as well as cyclists and folk on
evening parties.
A few members took gliders to Stroud
College three times and once to the Tetbury classic car show to try to attract new
members. Staverton Flying Club and a
Scout group visited us and we have five
winch groups – all of whom needed looking after.
There were two members’ dinners at
Giuseppe’s and the Thursday evening
party were busy on the workshop as well
as on the airfield.
This is all in addition to ridge running
and lectures, cooking courses and trial lessons by the dozen.
The Terra Firma Syndicate held its annual walk around the field to inspect the
flaura and fauna and we had a visit from a
three-times world champion for a book
signing.
And all the while the instructors, inspectors, tuggies and winchies were giving

their time to make sure flying took place.
other members got involved by looking
after visitors, parachutes, the met, marketing, the finances, safety, the buildings and
airfield, this magazine, the website, the bar
and keeping the grass cut.
Many members take on little jobs
around the place unasked and without
thanks.
And we should not forget the committee
members and officers, who give up much
of their spare time, and the office staff,
who work valiantly in the background.

Andy Davis in
World Opens

ANDY Davis and Pete Harvey have been
chosen to fly in the open Class in the 2014
World Championships at Leszno, Poland.
The rest of the British Team for the
2014 World Championships at ryaskala,
Finland, has been selected too. In the unflapped and 20m classes, we will be represented by Pete Masson and G Dale
(Club Class); richard Hood and Jez Hood
(Standard Class); and Steve Jones (20m
Multi-Seat Class).
In the other flapped classes event, at
Leszno, Poland, apart from Andy and Pete,
our team will be Leigh Wells and Phil
Jones (15m Class); russell Cheetham and
Mike Young (18m Class).

SuNDAY September 8 found the K-8
loaded on its open trailer travelling to Tetbury’s Classic Car rally behind Dominic’s
Audi with Dave Hallsworth riding shotgun
with Steve Tromans and me as followers.
We were met at Tetbury by Alan
Williams, roy upton and Steve Watson.
As we entered, I could see heads turn,
clearly puzzled by this new type of Classic
car.
We parked up hiding our non-qualifying
cars and had little interest shown as DH
supervised the unloading, rigging and
placement of our exhibit on the basketball
court.
Some of the opposition on the court,
‘hairy bikers’, soon wandered over as we
looked up at a very threatening sky.
As well as genuine inquiries, we heard
from the, ‘I flew one of these once’ and ‘I
had a trial lesson with you’ and ‘I must do
it again’ brigade and of course the inevitable ‘what, me go up there without an
engine?’ and the just curious came along.
As the sky brightened, DH and I armed
ourselves with leaflets and set off to do a
corporate tour and look at the exhibits,
stopping off for a burger and an excellent
pint of cider en route. Trial lessons, corporate evenings, mile-high flights, solo and
beyond were all variously discussed at appropriate points.
Personally the condensing steam car
took my prize, 20 minutes to warm and almost silent motion on the move, with a top
speed of 35mph. Very elegant!
Fred B
See MY pulls in the punters: page 7

2014 coaching
weeks fixed

THE following are the confirmed
dates for the coaching weeks in
2014:
G Dale – Monday May 5-Sunday
May 11.
Chris Rollings – Saturday May 31Sunday June 8.
Andy Davis – Saturday August 30Sunday September 7.
The weeks have proved very popular so get your entry in early!

Calling all young aviation artists

THE 2014 FAI Young Artists Competition has been launched. The 2014 theme is Flying
to Save Lives. Gold, Silver and Bronze FAI Medals will be awarded to the winners for
three age categories (6-9, 10-13, 14-17 years old) in April 2014. Entries must be submitted via the royal Aero Club and should be received by March 14. More information
is at http://www.fai.org/ciea-projects/fai-young-artists-contest
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Flying with the champions in Kiripotib

IF IT’S Monday it must be 1,000km –
Flying With The Champions, Kiripotib,
Namibia, writes ANDY DAVIS.
Pami and I arrived in Namibia at the
end of october in readiness for a sevenday coaching assignment with “Flying
with the Champions” at the beginning of
November. our first impressions of
Namibia after our arrival at Windhoek International were that it is hot and dry. Very,
very dry as Namibia is suffering from a severe drought.
The one and a half hour drive from
Windhoek to Kiripotib Farm gave us a fine
view of rugged mountain terrain and as the
tarmac road became a dirt road through the
Kalahari for the final 30 minutes of our
journey we enjoyed an impromptu game
drive as giraffe, baboon, warthog, springbok and kudu could all be seen grazing on
the parched grass alongside the road.
Kiripotib Farm itself is a huge (40,000
Ha) sheep and cattle farm. The difficulties
and economics of farming in the Kalahari
desert encourages farmers to diversify. At
Kiripotib, guests can enjoy a 10,000 Ha
wild park on the farm with zebra and all
sorts of antelope, a craft shop, a pool, comfortable accommodation, a daily menu of
home grown food and of course the 1.5km
main runway. Kiripotib Farm at 4,500ft elevation is situated just to the south of the
Windhoek TMA airspace with the rectangular shaped Namibian Gliding Area laid
out to the south. To the east lies the
Botswana Gliding Sector, which allows
flights to extend across the border deep
into Botswana. overhead Kiripotib, the
airspace ceiling is Flight Level 145, but a
short way to the south and generally
throughout the gliding sector the airspace
ceiling is FL195.

A couple of days were spent helping to
unload the two containers full of exotic gliders newly arrived from Europe and after a
hot rigging session I was assigned an Arcus
M for the week and immediately had a quick
Arcus familiarisation flight with Janusz Centka, Polish team pilot and former open Class
world champion. In broken blue conditions
we flew a 180km triangle with TPs at Bitterwasser and Pokweni, the other Namibian
gliding centres. The climbs mostly topped
out about 3,000ft agl and Janusz, who had
flown in Namibia the year before, commented that it is very unusual to get such a
close view of the rolling Kalahari sand dunes
as we would normally be flying very much
higher!
The first couple of flying days with our
students were hot with blue skies and no cu.
Conditions were good by European stan-

What is Steve up to now!?

The best answer
wins you a pint!

Mayra Codo De Oliveira, who went solo in September, is congratulated by instructor Steve Eyles, who looks as if he’s being electrocuted. Mayra has just completed
a Masters at Bristol University and went home to Brazil before returning here in
December to start a Doctorate. Send your suggestion for what Steve is saying/doing
to the editor by November 24. Details on page 2

dards, but operating at between 2,000 and
5,000ft above ground level over almost totally unlandable bush and desert, even in a
motor glider, certainly focuses the mind. As
my student flew the task I spent my time
monitoring landing options. It was a sensible
safety precaution not to trust the engine start
reliability and manage the flight so that we
were always within gliding range of somewhere landable. If we got low, we could divert to the closest landing option and attempt
the engine start overhead in relative safety.
Landing options included the occasional airfield, some farm and game lodge airstrips
but often were simply dry lake beds, known
as pans, on which we could put the glider
down without injuring ourselves. outlanding
in a remote spot in the desert is not to be
taken lightly and we carried essential survival equipment on board, including trackers
and plenty of water.
The first day of coaching with my allotted
student, we flew a task of 405km over the
Kalahari to the south of Kiripotib. The next
day saw us flying a task of 509km also
mainly to the south of Kiripotib. Valentin,
my student, had a considerable amount of
experience of flying in Namibia and at one
point after some prolonged sink he made the
sensible decision to turn back towards a pan
5km behind rather than press on over the
desert. Approaching the pan and planning his
circuit and subsequent engine start we ran
into lift. After climbing back to a safe altitude we were able to continue with the task,
catching up with the other gliders in our
group 50km further along track.
on the third day whilst the others flew a
600km task towards the Botswana border to
the east, Valentin and I experienced some
technical problems with engine systems
warnings and decided to return to Kiripotib
to investigate further. Two hours of trou-
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bleshooting and spanner work and we were
airborne again at 3pm to fly a quick task for
a total of 450km for the day.
The weather was improving rapidly and
training day 4, Monday November 4, was
forecast to be good for 900+ km flights if we
could get to the cumulus conditions in the
convergence region to the east into
Botswana. So we set a 1,000km task with a
final turning point 40km west of Kiripotib to
allow us the option of cutting the task short
and landing at Kiripotib if our task ETA was
after nightfall. More technical issues with the
engine prevented us from getting airborne
early with the other gliders and then some
difficulty getting established in the blue conditions delayed our departure until midday.
The first 150km were flown in good blue
conditions, climbing to around 12,000ft amsl
with the distant cumulus beckoning us on.
Arriving under the cu progress was initially frustratingly slow as my student was
unable to locate any really good lift. It was
time to take control and demonstrate; a small
detour to a classic-looking cu resulted in an 8-

knot average which took us to cloudbase at
around 14,000ft.
I continued to fly for a while around the first
TP to demonstrate the required tempo in such
conditions and with the next thermal nicely
centred and a classic sky full of wonderfully
developed cumulus streets lining up perfectly
with the second leg, handed control back to my
student. We crossed the border into Botswana,
the terrain now completely devoid of roads or
any sign of cultivation and we continued over
almost totally uninhabited bush. The next
500km were the stuff gliding dreams are made
of, streets lining up nicely with the track lines,
amazing energy in the sky and thermals remaining strong virtually all the way up to the
14,000ft cloudbase. The task
average

Continued on page 7

Namibia flying: Continued from p 6

speed slowly picked up to 140km/h and as we
crossed back into Namibia with 300km remaining the task ETA was showing 1845, 20 minutes before nightfall.
Ahead towards Kiripotib we could see the
clouds petering out but a final perfect cumulus
gave us 10 knots to 15,00ft asl and we set out
towards the final turn west of Kiripotib under
scraps of cu still requiring some 3,000ft for
final glide. A couple of long climbs in 3 knots
gave us the height we needed with a comfortable margin and we set off towards the last TP
with the task ETA showing at 7pm, 5 minutes
before sunset. The sky was blue for the last
100km but still remarkably active and we were
able to increase our final glide margin so that
on finishing our declared task we were able to
overfly Kiripotib to the east by some 20km to
add another 40km to the total distance flown.
As we turned back towards Kiripotib we were
able to watch the blindingly bright sun set before landing in perfect visibility as darkness approached. 1050km flown at 148 km/h.
Day 5 was initially forecast to be even better
than day 4, but overnight the forecast changed
significantly and with a sky full of alto-cumulus and with overdevelopment and storms predicted to spread from the north east into the
Kiripotib area by mid afternoon we were advised to plan our flights to return to Kiripotib
by 4pm. our task was 800km, initially west
into the mountains that divide the Kalahari
from the Namib Desert and then south for
300km hoping to connect with the forecast convergence along the mountains into the drier air
to the south before returning home. Getting airborne at 11am it was clear that the showers
were developing much faster than expected
with total cloud cover to the east and some rain
already falling to the north and west of
Kiripotib. Dodging between developing showers, we arrived at our western TP and headed
south. The mountains were already covered in
widespread shadows from extensive showers
and my student elected to route around the
western side of the storms. We were rewarded
with fantastic contrasting views: a wall of
cloud and rain to our east and completely blue
to our west with the Namib desert stretching as
far as the eye could see. Far to the south we
could see a perfect sky of high flat based cu and
we slowly worked our way around the storms
towards them. Just as we arrived under the first
of those perfect cu and started to climb, my
phone burst into life. A text message from
Kiripotib, “heavy rain surrounding the airfield,
recommend attempt immediate return to the
airfield.” That was a pretty clear instruction so
we climbed to the 15,000ft cloudbase and set
off north-eastwards towards Kiripotib and the
storms ahead. Initially we made very good
progress with strong thermals and some fantastic lines of energy around the edges and between the storms. The raw power in the sky
was spectacular, awe inspiring and intimidating. At cloudbase, soft hail and snow was
falling from the clouds and the leading edges
of the Arcus were soon covered in a layer of
ice. on occasions we were flying as fast as we
dared just to stay out of cloud, sometimes hav-

MY pulls in the punters

Four members took LS4 MY to Stroud College Freshers’ Fayre in September. Fred
Ballard chats to students, above, and Dave Hallsworth explalned gliding to an interested lad. John McWilliam and Bernard Smyth were the other crew members

ing to use the airbrakes. We could see virga all
around with heavy rain and hail reaching the
surface. Blowing dust and sand could be seen
all around marking the storm gust fronts. The
air was either descending in a torrent or rising
in off-the-clock lift. With a good final glide
margin established and one more storm blocking our path we elected to skirt around the
northern edge of the storm over the airfield at
Pokweni and glide home in the clear air behind
the storm. We encountered unexpected sink on
the northern side of the storm and our final
glide margin rapidly disappeared as the 20-knot
tailwind changed to a 35-knot headwind.
With the altimeter unwinding rapidly, we
needed to climb and soon! We turned to the
north where there was a small patch of sunshine
on the ground and some scrappy decaying cumulus. After some work a turbulent thermal was
located but it fizzled out about 3,000ft above
ground. So did the next and the next, and both
the patch of sunshine and the scrappy cumulus
rapidly disappeared. All the time we were drifting rapidly away from the safe landing option
at Pokweni so we had no option but to head
back towards Pokweni for an engine start and
motor the 40km back to Kiripotib. Shutting
down the engine as we approached another
shower some 20km west of Kiripotib, we ran
into strong lift ahead of the shower and climbed
up to a cloudbase now much lower at about
10,000ft asl. Further east over the wet desert,
the sky was completely lifeless and we soon returned to Kiripotib for a welcome cup of tea,
having flown a rather exciting 680km.
Day 6 brought me a student who asked if he
could observe how I conducted the flight. So I
rubbed my hands with joy and with a good
forecast for the mountain area and a 1,000km
oLC task as our objective we were airborne in
the Arcus shortly after 11am. Conditions were
already good in the blue and we climbed up to
12,500ft asl overhead Kiripotib before setting
off west towards the mountains. This was another fantastic soaring day with cloudbase rising to 18,000ft at the southern end of our task
area and with the best thermals averaging 8
knots and occasionally peaking at over 10
knots for several turns, yet with stable air from
the Namib desert pouring into our task area the
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day presented a number of challenges. Forty
minutes before sunset we were climbing up on
to final glide at 3 to 4 knots about 100km out
with the mental arithmetic going overtime to
calculate how high we climb to maximise the
final glide distance around a last variable TP to
arrive at Kiripotib 10 minutes after sunset all
the time leaving a bit of safety margin for the
last 20km in the gathering darkness. . . And so
it worked out, we watched the sun set 30km out
on final glide and landed almost exactly 10
minutes after sunset. 1,074 km flown at
130km/h. It was pitch black before we got the
Arcus secured in its parking spot.
The final day, day 7, was perhaps the most
satisfying from a coaching perspective. My student Andreas, who had observed most of the
previous day’s flying apart from some short
time in control, was to fly the day’s 400km+
Grand Prix task all by himself. Andreas had not
flown a glider for over 20 years before going
to Kiripotib and his handling of the Arcus, particularly his thermalling was initially very
rusty. Yet apart from two thermals early in the
flight in which I demonstrated thermalling
technique and a lot of nagging from the back
seat about lookout, turning tighter and trimming he flew the entire task in the blue without
assistance and his flying noticeably improved
as the flight progressed. We didn’t win the student race (we later found out that the other
coaches with honour at stake did most of the
flying), but just to complete the task was a
major achievement for Andreas.
So with an early finish we had a chance to
drive into the desert for one last opportunity to
watch the Namibian sun set but this time with
feet on the ground and a beer in hand.
The next morning Pami and I were back at
Windhoek airport to start our journey home but
there isn’t enough space here to write about
that particular adventure. We certainly had an
interesting time at Kiripotib. The flying in
Namibia is truly awesome, 1,000km days occur
regularly, but it is eye wateringly expensive if
you are paying for it yourself. How much are
you prepared to pay for virtually guaranteed
flying in fabulous motor gliders, six or seven
hours every day?
Would I go again? Maybe…

Some thoughts on flying our ridges

By Tim Macfadyen
WE have had a few good ridge days recently. A few people have used them –
why not you?
All the people I have flown with have
enjoyed the experience, whether early solo
or three Diamonds, it is a fun thing to do
as well as instructive. Don't be embarrassed to ask for a two-seater ride to
learn. I had a most useful flight learning
from Andy Davis this year. We all have a
lot to learn from each other. Trevor is
happy to do "lead and follow" ridge flights
as well as taking people in the Nimbus. I
find it much easier to teach in the twoseater. Everyone to their own. There are
several club instructors who are very experienced at ridge flying. Next time the
weather is suitable why not make sure that
the DG is not left in the hangar – fly it.
Ask Trevor to put you on his email list to
tell you when suitable days are expected
and which two-seaters will be available.
There is always the possibility of landing out, sometimes with little warning but
if you avoid showers and the wind is at
least 20 knots and betweenwest and NW
the Cotswold ridges are as guaranteed a
form of lift as you will find anywhere. My

outlandings have all involved the wind not
being strong enough or storms/showers
pulling the wind round and stopping the
ridges working. With a bit of common
sense, care and patience flying the
Cotswold ridges can be a safe and fun occupation. Common sense is knowing exactly what the wind direction is so that you
go to the bit of hill with the wind blowing
at it not along it. Care is not hitting the hill
or each other. Patience is needed to climb
high enough to cross the gaps. Barry I
promise I will never try to cross the
Winchcombe gap with 600ft (1300ASL)
ever again. on that occasion when the female voice in the LX 7000 computer
thought that the ground was too close and
said "Lower your undercarriage" she just
did not understand the situation we were
hill soaring not landing. The great advantage of flying in the two-seater is that your
instructor has done it wrong a few times,
hopefully learned from his/her mistakes
and can teach you how to do it properly.
He may also be able to get you out of the
s..t that you should never have got into but
you can't guarantee this, even Andy has
landed the two-seater out a few times.
Always clean the canopy really thor-

oughly before you fly. Coming down the
ridge from the north in the afternoon
straight into sun it is very difficult see anything with a clean canopy and impossible
with a dirty one.
Don't let Trevor sucker you into going
to Bath with a 15-knot wind that is "only a
little bit south of West". When I got there I
found a 10-knot SW wind and looking up
at the golf course my pupil casually observed that it was Ladies day, not very useful information in a pretty desperate
situation (somehow we got back, but neither of us expected to).
When close to a hill always have an escape strategy should you suddenly hit a
load of sink (hole in the sky). This means
flying faster when close in and never aiming at the hill, always be in a position
where if it all goes wrong you can dive
into the valley (not the trees) and if necessary find somewhere to land.
When Trevor goes past above you and
starts his engine, pick a field – NoW. The
situation really is as desperate as you think
it is but are busy trying to kid yourself it
isn't.
Low-level ridge flying is very tiring, esContinued on page 9

Our task.
Your security.
The security you get with the
best value gliding insurance

Established by prominent figures in British gliding and formerly
Joint Aviation, Sydney Charles Aviation Services is the leading,
independent sailplane insurance agency in Europe.
Sydney Charles Aviation Services has an in-depth knowledge of
gliding and gliding insurance, as well as providing the personal
contact that ensures every sailplane client receives the same high
standards of services and competitive prices.

For enquiries, please contact us on:
Tel: + 44 (0) 1420 88 664
fax
+ 44 (0) 1420 542 003
email: office@sydneycharles.co.uk

Sydney Charles Aviation
7 Old Aylesfield Buildings
Froyle Road, Shalden
Alton, Hants GU34 4BY

www.sydneycharles.co.uk

Trading in the style of Sydney Charles UK LLP, authorised and regulated by the FSA
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From page 8
Flying the ridges
pecially if you are new to it or if it is a
tricky day (parts of most days!). Be very
careful landing, it is easy to think "I am
home now and can relax". Don't relax until
you are safely stopped on the ground. Several people I have flown with have made
very elementary and serious mistakes with
their circuits and landings.
Tuesday 29 october may be of interest
to amateur Meteorologists. At 10.15 the
west ridge was barely working and we
couldn't get above 800ft, not high enough
to go anywhere. The wind was 14 knots
255 degrees. Feeble thermals then
started but they were enough to mix the
upper and lower air. The wind went to 19
knots 285 degrees and Alan Montague and
I hill soared to Broadway and back with
no real problems. Serious optimism (overconfidence) then took over and I tried to
go again, this time with Ken Pile.
All went well until we were nearly home,
near Brockworth. It was now the end of the
late october day, 3.45, the thermals
stopped, the wind just below hilltop height
went to 11 knots 255 degrees and we selected Ken's first field – a nice big one.
I clearly should have anticipated this
wind change and been home before it happened, hopefully I live and learn. The retrieve had its moments: We went to find

The Belgians show how to recruit youngsters into gliding!
the farmer and were outside a neighbour- fore dark. Alan Moorcroft also came and
ing big house when the owner drove up in helped and got muddy – thanks. The pohis Bentley. He said “they” had sold the licewoman who arrived as it got very dark
field to a consortium who all lived miles could not have been nicer but she did point
away and were impossible to contact, out that trailers were supposed to have
would not mind, and would never know, if number plates and the lights were supwe lifted the locked gate off its hinges and posed to work (who disconnected all the
drove in to remove the glider. Not exactly lights on the sides of the DG trailer?!). I
permission but 30 minutes before dark the grovelled and”promised to make the lights
sensible thing to do seemed to go ahead. I work before the trailer was used again and
had just got the gate off its hinges when she said “Drive home carefully”. I will
the farmer turned up – excruciatingly em- never be rude about women police ever
barrassing! He could have been really again. New lights, plug, connector and a
nasty, in fact he was unbelievably new wire to replace the one eaten by mice
friendly and helpful and thoroughly earned kept Dave and me busy for an afternoon.
the bottle of whisky that Ken later deliv- Ken asked if field landings normally reered to him via Pete Bray, who knew sulted in this much hassle. I think getting
him. Alan Montague arrived very back by 6.30 was very good compared
promptly with the trailer and his Land- with some people's three-day epics.
rover with just enough time to de-rig beHave fun.

aviation
insurance
services ltd

The natural choice
01765 690777
hillaviation@btconnect.com
www.hillaviation.com
Unit 1a, Sycamore Business Park,
Copt Hewick, Ripon, HG4 5DF

AA rated security
Competitive premiums
No hull excess to pay
Protected no claims discount
Established reputation and experience
Specialist insurance supporting our sport
Security Ratings from Standard & Poor’s

Authorised and regulated by the The Financial Conduct Authority
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Better care
needed for
club ’chutes

THErE has been no improvement in looking after club parachutes. The parachutes
are the ultimate safety device. They must
be handled with care.
The following procedure will be used to
take parachutes to and from gliders. There
are no exceptions:
* Club parachutes will be taken to the
glider in their parachute bag.
* Parachute bags will be stowed in the
glider. If you don’t know where the storage is in the glider ask an instructor.
* After use parachutes will be placed in
their bags, returned to the parachute loft
and stowed in the correct parachute slot.
* The office must be informed of any unserviceability, saying what is wrong and
giving your name. The office will pass the
message on to Ken Brown.

Fees raised

SoME BGA fees have been updated. Ensure that you enclose the correct fee when
applying for BGA services. The details are
at www.gliding.co.uk/forms/bgafees.pdf

Debut novel by former club secretary

Sometimes: a novel by Rex Garland,
who was an active club member for
many years and was secretary for a
short time in 1992. For many years he
was in a Skylark 3F syndicate.
rex, now in his 80s, was editor of Severn
Skies in the early 1990s. He took up writing to have a new goal in life and this is
his debut novel. The title comes from the
saying "Can the ends justify the means?
Sometimes”.
You don’t have to be a sailor to share
the emotions of the two people in love
who are drawn into dubious activities by
the Intelligence Services. The action takes
place along the West Country coast and
the Isle of Wight and over to France – a
sailors’ playground. The story has a charm
and, because it is a romance adventure in
which perhaps the sentiments are “old
fashioned”, it reminds us of a happier,
simpler time.
rex, now living near Chichester, says
sailing at sea sifts ability, both in planning
and in execution. It teaches respect for
powers greater than the arrogance of man
lays claim to. It helps you find yourself.
The same is true of gliding, he adds.
“once one has achieved the ability (and
the learning is a great journey) to stay air
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Book review

borne without an engine for hours on end,
then the flight becomes a spiritual experience.”
Arthur H Stockwell Ltd ISBN 978 0 7223
4312-8
www.ahstockwell.co.uk

Annual checks
still required

THE end-of-season instructors’ meeting
agreed that the existing policy would be
retained. All P1 pilots must complete annual launch failure and spin checks. The
option of spinning your own or club
glider, as an alternative to a check with an
instructor, is retained, but has to be witnessed by an instructor. Check flights must
be completed by the end of March. Please
update (pilot or instructor) the check flight
list posted on the main noticeboard.

FLARM info available

AN item on a FLArM briefing/training
presentation, produced and circulated to
instructors, is available now at
http://bggc.co.uk/images/Documents/brief
ings/training/BGGC_Flarm_v1-1.pdf

Route 66 ride wows wounded veterans

CArLA McKenzie went on a once-in-alifetime motorcycle tour of the uSA with
nine wounded and injured service personnel, most of whom have lost limbs serving
in Afghanistan. one has injuries from Iraq
and another is a young rAF officer with
terminal cancer.
Carla, sister of Mike Young, 18m
British team member, wrote: “It is a humbling experience, watching these extraordinary human beings gain so much from
being able to access the joys of motorcycling. It’s fantastic.
“The American Legion have escorted us
most of the way and I am proud to say that
my pillion and I rode as wing man to the
Legion chapter leader across the Arizona
desert – something I shall not forget in a
very long time.
“The various Legions have been welcoming and hospitable. Last night they
picked us up from the wigwam hotel in a
vintage army truck complete with ladder
to reach the seats.
“It will probably come as no surprise
that all my fellow bikers are chaps and
there was some gentle Micky taking going
on. However they have been great fun and
very caring. on arrival at the Legion there
were presentations and prayers of appreciation for the losses suffered. I think we
were all on the brink of tears.
“Today the wonder of the Grand
Canyon left the solders speechless (which
is a first) but boys will be boys and it wasn't long before artificial limbs were dangled over the edge. I could not watch I felt
about six years old and looking to hide behind the sofa!”
Carla has done one of these trips before
and added: “There is however no doubt in
the value they bring, to both the English
and the Americans. I have met so many
who were posted at Lakenheath and
Greenham Common and have very fond
memories of their postings to the uK.”
Explaining her link to Nympsfield,
Carla added: “The first non-motorcycling
holiday we had as kids was in the early
seventies, dad (John) flew in a competition
at Nympsfield (he landed out every day!).
Anyway we got to know the area quite
well that week as mum and dad’s old car
struggled to make it up the steep hills with
a trailer on.
“Before the Nympsfield comp all holidays had been spent on the Isle of Man at
the TT races watching legends such as
(Mike) Hailwood and (Giacomo) Agostini. Later mum and dad joined Nymps-

Carla with one of the Legion members she met on the Route 66 bike ride
field for a while but the majority of their
flying was at Lasham, where mum ran the
catering, and latterly at Booker. Dad was
an active accomplished competition pilot
for many years so we regularly visited
Nympsfield.
“Twelve years ago we were looking for
a new location for our family businesses
and for a number of reasons we chose
Gloucestershire. I have very happy memories of the area as a child and have not
been disappointed as an adult.”

Cloud flying offer

CHrIS rollings gave a talk at the club
about cloud flying and plans to give tuition
it is next year. He has offered to provide
informal cloud flying training in the Club
DG505. This is actual cloud flying (not
simulated) using a turn and slip. Chris insisted that all participants must have attended his cloud flying lecture as a
prerequisite.

BGA conference date

THE 2014 BGA Sporting Conference, exhibition, awards ceremony, AGM and dinner will be on Saturday March 1 at the
Nottingham Belfry.
More details will be made available at
www.gliding.co.uk/bgainfo/notices/conference.htm but it’s recommend that, if
you are plan to stay overnight, you make
your hotel reservations ASAP in order to
get the best deal.
online booking for the gala dinner as
well as hotels is available at the above site.
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Carla with Mark Lamplough, who
helps to organise bike tours for the
wounded, and his pillion for the tour,
Josh Campbell

Rigging issues alert

IN THE past 40 years, there have been 117
glider accidents and incidents in the uK
involving disconnected or insecure controls, an insecure wing or an insecure
tailplane.
Watch out for shortcomings like distraction, forgetfulness, making unjustified assumptions and rushing to complete a task.

Specialist Sailplane
& Sport Aircraft
Repair and
Maintenance Centre

We also manufacture bespoke aircraft
performance improving lightweight carbon
aerodynamic components Visit our Website: (new address)

www.targettaviation.com
or Phone: 01453 860861 / Mobile: 07850 769060

